Much attention is being given to the incorporation of constraints into data clustering, mainly expressed in the form of must-link and cannot-link constraints between pairs of domain objects. However, its inclusion in the important clustering validation process was so far disregarded. In this work, we integrate the use of constraints in clustering validation. We propose three approaches to accomplish it: produce a weighted validity score considering a traditional validity index and the constraint satisfaction ratio; learn a new distance function or feature space representation which better suits the constraints, and use it with a validation index; and a combination of the previous. Experimental results in 14 synthetic and real data sets have shown that including the information provided by the constraints increases the performance of the clustering validation process in selecting the best number of clusters.
INTRODUCTION
Data clustering aims at discovering structure in data, i.e. the natural grouping(s) of a set of domain objects, such that similar domain objects are assigned to the same cluster and objects that are dissimilar are grouped in different clusters (Jain, 2010) . Data clustering is used in several important applications, such as image segmentation, data summarization, grouping customers for marketing purposes, organizing documents into a hierarchy of topics and subtopics or to the study the genome data. Let X = {x 1 , · · · , x n } be a set of n domain objects. The goal of a clustering algorithm is to divide a data set X into K clusters, producing a data partition P, P = {C 1 , · · · ,C K } where C k represents an individual cluster.
There are situations where domain knowledge exists for a particular application that may not be characterized as data features. Also, a data analyst may want to express some preferences or conditions for the data clustering. Constrained data clustering algorithms (Basu et al., 2008; Wagstaff, 2002; Basu, 2005; Davidson and Ravi, 2005; Wang and Davidson, 2010) use a priori knowledge about the data, mapped in the form of constraints, to produce more useful solutions.
Distinct data partitions for the same data set may be obtained using different clustering algorithms, parameters and/or algorithm initializations. This arises the problem of evaluating the quality of a given data partition or selecting the best data partition among a set of possible ones. To address this problem, many clustering validity techniques have been proposed (Arbelaitz et al., 2013) . These can be organized into two categories: internal validity indices, which use the information contained in the data set and in a data partition; and external validity indices, that compare a data partition with another partition believed to be the correct one. The former should be used in real applications where the underlying data structure needs to be discovered while the latter can be used to assess the performance of clustering algorithms using benchmark data sets.
So far, the constraints are not being used in clustering validation. This is an important flaw, especially if the clustering solution was obtained from a constrained clustering algorithm. In this paper we introduce the use of constraints in the clustering validation process. We address the problem in three ways: using both the constraint satisfaction ratio score and a validity index score to produce a weighted validity score; learning a distance function or a feature space representation that transforms the original feature space accordingly to the set of constraints and use it in the clustering validity process; and a combination of these approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, constrained data clustering is briefly introduced and the algorithms used in the experiments are presented. Section 3 describes how we address the constrained clustering validity problem. Experimental results are discussed in section 4, and conclusions are presented in section 5.
DATA CLUSTERING WITH CONSTRAINTS
Traditional clustering algorithms fail to deal with peculiarities that may exist in certain data clustering problems: in clustering with obstacles (Tung et al., 2000) the distance between domain objects may not follow a straight line (e.g. the walking distance between houses in opposite margins of a river must consider passing trough a bridge); in other situations one may want to shape the characteristics of the clusters, such as the minimum and maximum number of objects that a cluster must contain (Ge et al., 2007) ; sometimes the labels of a subset of the data are known and using that information would improve the clustering solution (Basu, 2005) ; also, relations between pairs of objects, such as must-link and cannot-link constraints, may be available from an expert or can be generated for a specific problem (Wagstaff, 2002) . In our work, we will focus in the relations between pairs of clusters. The reason is that many of the other types of clustering constraints may be converted into must-link and cannot-link constraints. The set of must-link constraints, R = , contains all the pairs of objects (x i , x j ) that should belong to the same cluster, while all the pairs of objects that should not be grouped in the same cluster are added to the cannotlink set R = .
Constrained Data Clustering Algorithms
In this subsection, we introduce two pairwiseconstrained clustering algorithms that are used in the experiments presented in section 4. The first one, the Pairwise-Constrained K-Means (PCKM) (Basu et al., 2004) , is a partitive algorithm based on the well-know k-means algorithm (MacQueen, 1967) , which minimizes the distances between each cluster mean vector x k and the corresponding domain objects x i ∈ C k . The objective of PCKM consists of minimizing the k-means objective and the violation of constraints, simultaneously. The PCKM associates a weight w i j to each constraint between a pair of objects x i , x j . These weights are used as penalization costs every time a constraint is not satisfied in the current data partition. The PCKM objective-function is defined as
where P i corresponds to the label of the cluster attributed to x i , and x P i is the mean vector of the cluster to which x i belongs. I(·) returns 1 if the argument is true, and returns 0 otherwise. The other clustering algorithm is the Constrained Average-Link (CAL) (Duarte et al., 2012) which is based on the agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm Average-Link (Sokal and Michener, 1958) . The algorithm works as follows. It starts with n clusters, one for each domain object x i . Then, at each step, the two closest clusters, according to a distance measure between clusters, are merged. The process iterates until some stopping criteria is met (e.g. a predefined number of clusters is reached) or all objects belong to same cluster. The distance between clusters measures the average distance between all pairs of objects belonging to different clusters plus a penalization for each constraint that is not satisfied. This distance is defined as
where I a (x i , x j ) = p if (x i , x j ) ∈ R a and 0 otherwise. p ≥ 0 is a user parameter that influences the "softness" of the constraints. In our experiments we defined p as the maximum distance between objects in a data set.
Acquiring Pairwise Constraints
Pairwise constraints for data clustering may be obtained by several ways. For instance, in image segmentation, pixels may be regarded as domain objects and must-link constraints may be generated between a object x i and all its direct neighbors (Wagstaff, 2002) . Must-link constrains may also be generated between a object x i and all the other objects within a certain distance, while cannot-link constraints may be created if the distance between x i and other objects exceed a threshold value (Davidson and Ravi, 2005) . In web page categorization, an expert may indicate if two web pages are similar or dissimilar (Cohn et al., 2003) . In some real world applications, the labels from a subset of the data are known and can be used to derive pairwise constraints (Basu, 2005) . In our work we used two different schemes for acquiring must-link and/or cannot-link constraints. The first one is the Random Acquisition of Constraints (RAC) and consists of randomly selecting two objects (x i , x j ) ∈ X , iteratively, and ask the user (or some oracle) if both objects should be assigned to the same group. If the answer is "Yes", a must-link constraint is added to the set of must-link constraints,
If the answer is "No" a cannotlink constraint is added to the set of cannot-link constraints R = = R = ∪ {(x i , x j )}. If the user cannot decide, the pair of objects is marked as already tested. Questions involving pairs of objects that are already in a constraint set or marked as already tested cannot be performed. The process repeats until a predefined number of constraints is achieved. Another way to acquire pairwise constraints is the Random Acquisition of Labels (RAL), which is based on randomly selecting a subset of the data set objects and ask the user/oracle for the corresponding cluster labels. After having a labeling for the subset of the data, for each pair (x i , x j ) in that subset we add a must-link constraint to R = if the labels of both objects are the same. If the labels are different, we add a cannotlink constraint between x i and x j to R = . Notice that the RAL method produces several more constraints than the RAC for the same number of questions to the user/oracle.
CLUSTERING VALIDATION
In this section we will propose how constraints can be used to define internal validity criteria.
CLUSTERING VALIDATION USING CONSTRAINTS
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where I(·) returns 1 if the argument is true, and returns 0 otherwise. Then a weighted score is computed as
where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, and NormIndex(P) represents the normalization of the validity index with values in the [0, 1] interval, and assuming that values close to 1 indicate good data partitions while values close to 0 indicate bad data partitions. Thus, the weighted score is [0, 1] bounded in the same way. Another approach consists of learning a distance metric or feature space representation that simultaneously reflects both the original feature space and the constraints. An example of a distance learning method will be presented in 3.3 and will be used in our experiments. When learning a new metric, the idea is determining a positive semi-definite matrix M that satisfies the properties of a metric, and then use it to parameterize the Mahalanobis distance:
In this case, existing implementations of validity indices should be modified to take into account the Mahalanobis distance. When learning a new feature space, that inconvenience does not exist because after the new representation is learned it can be simply fed to the clustering validation index. Figure 3 illustrates this approach. The clustering algorithm produces a data partition using the original data and the constraints. Then, a distance learning algorithm learns a new metric represented by M or a new feature space representation using as input both the original data features and the constraints, and outputs it to the validity index finally evaluate the data partition. The last approach for constrained clustering validations is simply the combination of the previous two approaches, as can be seen in figure 4. The data partition produced by the clustering algorithm is scored by both the constraint satisfaction ratio and the validity index. In this case, the validity index (that should be normalized to the [0, 1] interval) will use the learned feature space or distance function to assess the data partition, just as explained before. Finally, the weighted score is computed as defined in equation 4.
Validity Indices
We used two well-known internal validity indices to assess the incorporation of constraints into the clustering validation process. These will be described next.
Let a i denote the average distance between x i ∈ C l and the other objects in the same cluster, and b i the minimum average distance between x i and all objects grouped in another cluster:
dist(x i , x j ) may by any distance function between two objects. The silhouette width is defined for each object
and indicates how well x i is adjusted to its cluster when compared to other clusters. A value close to 1 means that x i has been assigned to the appropriate cluster, a value close to 0 suggests x i could also have been assigned to the nearest cluster, and a value close to -1 indicates that x i was incorrectly assigned. The Silhouette index (Rousseeuw, 1987) , S(P), is given by the average silhouette width computed over all objects in the data set:
The Hubert's Statistic (Hubert and Arabie, 1985) measures the correlation between a n × n comembership matrix, U, that represents the data partition P, and a n × n distance matrix, D, which stores the distances between all pairs of objects. The comembership U = [U i j ] is built by setting each entry U i j to 0 if both x i and x j were assigned to the same cluster (P i = P j ), or to 1 otherwise. Each entry of the distance matrix D = [D i j ] consists of the distance between x i and x j , i.e., D i j = dist(x i , x j ), where dist can be any distance function. The Hubert's Statistic is defined as
considering the matrices to be symmetric. High H(P) values indicate good data partitions. However, H(P) values increases with the number of clusters. A normalized version of Hubert's Statistic prevents this bias and is defined as
where µ U , µ D , σ U and σ D are the means and standard deviations of U and D, respectively.
Distance Learning using Pairwise Constraints
The Discriminant Component Analysis (DCA) (Hoi et al., 2006) was used in our work to learn new distance metrics that simultaneously represent both the original data and the clustering preferences, expressed as must-link and cannot-link constraints. The DCA builds a set of chunklets
i.e. groups of objects connected by must-link constraints, and a set of discriminative chunklets S = {S 1 , · · · , S q }, one for each chunklet Q i . Each element of the discriminative chunklet S i indicates the chunklets that have at least one cannot-link constraint connecting a object in Q i . Then DCA learns a data transformation which minimizes the variance between objects in the same chunklet Q i and maximizes the variance between discriminative data chunklets S i . The covariance matrices, C b and C w , store the total variance between objects in each S i ∈ S and the total variance within objects in the same chunklets ∀Q i ∈ Q .
These matrices are computed as:
where m j is the mean vector of Q j . The optimal transformation matrix A is obtained by optimizing the following objective-function:
The learned Mahalanobis matrix M is computed as M = A A. The algorithm we used to optimize equation 14 is described in (Hoi et al., 2006) .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we show how the different validity indices perform in the selection of the number of clusters to partition the data for a given clustering algorithm.
In our experiments, 7 synthetic data sets (shown in figure 5 ) and 7 real data sets taken from the UCI ML repository (Bache and Lichman, 2013) were used to assess the performance of the validity indices. The number of domain objects (n), number of dimensions (d), number of natural clusters (K 0 ) and the distribution of objects per cluster for each data set are presented in table 1. A brief description of each real data set is given next. The Iris data set consists of 50 objects from each of three species of Iris flowers (setosa, virginica and versicolor) characterized by four features. One of the clusters is well separated from the other two overlapping clusters. The Breast Cancer data set is composed of 683 domain objects characterized by nine features and divided into two clusters: benign and malignant. The Yeast Cell data set consists of 384 objects described by 17 attributes, split into five clusters concerning five phases of the cell cycle. There are two versions of this data set: the first one, called Log Yeast, uses the logarithm of the expression level; the other, called Std Yeast, is a "standardized" version of the same data set, with mean 0 and variance 1. The Optdigits is a subset of Handwritten Digits data set containing only the first 100 objects of each digit, from a total of 3823 domain objects characterized by 64 attributes. The House Votes data set is composed of two clusters of votes for each of the U.S. House of Representatives Congressmen on the 16 key votes identified by the Congressional Quarterly Almanac. From a total of 435 (267 democrats and 168 republicans) only the objects without missing values were considered, resulting in 232 objects (125 democrats and 107 republicans). The Wine data set consists of the results of a chemical analysis of wines grown in the same region in Italy, divided into three clusters with 59, 71 and 48 objects, described by 13 features. In order to test the proposed approaches for constrained clustering validation, two constraint sets were built for each data set: one using the RAL process considering the labels of 10% of the objects; and the other using the RAC process producing 0.5n random pairwise constraints, where n is the number of objects in a data set. We use ground-truth information to identify the labels of the objects and to answer whether or not two objects belong to the same cluster. Therefore, an "Yes"/"No" answer is always obtained in RAC process. Then, for each constraint set, the PCKM and CAL algorithms produced 14 data partition each, one for each number of clusters k in the set {2, · · · , 15}. Finally, we applied the original Silhouette index and the Normalized Hubert's statistic, and our constrained validation approaches using these validation indices to all the data partitions. Both the Silhouette index and the Normalized Hubert's statistic return a score in the [−1, 1] range. To normalize the score range to the [0, 1] for the weighting approaches, we simply compute it as NormScore = 1 2 (Score + 1). The α parameter for the constraint satisfaction ratio was defined as 1 2 . We used the Consistency index (CI) (Fred, 2001) , an external validity index, to evaluate the quality of the data partitions. Thereby, we can assess the performance of the internal validity indices by comparing its scores with the ones obtained by CI. The Consistency index measures the fraction of shared objects in matching clusters of a given partition (P) and the real data partition (P 0 ) obtained from ground-truth information. The Consistency index is computed as
where K is the number of clusters of the partition that is being evaluated, K 0 is the true number of clusters, and it is assumed the clusters of P and P 0 have been permuted in a way that the cluster C k matches with the real cluster C 0 k . Tables 2 to 5 present the consistency index values for the data partitions selected (corresponding to the selection of K) by each clustering validation index using CAL and PCKM clustering algorithms with the constraint sets built by the RAL and RAC processes. The first column of each table indicates the benchmark data set, the second and third columns show the CI values for the partitions selected by the traditional Silhouette (S) and Normalized Hubert's statistic (NH), and the forth and fifth columns show the CI values for the partitions selected by our weighted score approach using also the Silhouette and Normalized Hubert's statistic indices (S+CS and NH+CS) with the original metric/feature space. Columns 6 to 9 present the analogous results for the proposed distance learning approach with and without weighting the constraint satisfaction ratio. The last column indicates the consistency index for the best partition produced for each data set, according to the ground-truth information. The last line shows the number of times that each validity measure selected the best data partition (best K). Table 2 shows the results for the CAL clustering algorithm using the RAL process. By comparing all the results that use the Silhouette index, it can be seen that the traditional Silhouette index selected the best data partition in 7 out of the 14 data sets, the same number obtained the corresponding weighting approach despite the selected partitions are not the same. The results obtained by learning a distance function were slightly better. With and without weighting scores, the indices picked the best partitions 8 times. By doing the same analysis for the Normalized Hubert's statistic results, we noticed that the traditional approach only identifies the best partition in 5 out of the 14 data sets. The weighted score approach with the original distance metric choose the best partition 6 times. By using a learned distance metric the best partition is selected 8 times and by combining it with the constraint satisfaction the best partitions are picked in 9 out 14 data sets.
The results for the PCKM clustering algorithm using the RAL process are shown in Table 3 . The worst results were again achieved by the traditional validity approach, having the best partitions been selected only 4 times by both the Silhouette index and the Normalized Hubert's statistic. The results for the weighted score approach are somewhat better. Both indices selected 6 times the best partition. By learning a new distance metric the results are considerable better. The Silhouette index selects the best partition 8 and 6 times with and without using the score weighting, respectively. The Normalized Hubert's statistic identifies the best data partitions 9 out of the 14 data sets both with and without the score weighting. Table 4 shows the results for the CAL clustering algorithm using the RAC process. The traditional Silhouette index picked the best partitions 8 times and with the score weighting 10 times, both with the original and learned metrics. For the simple distance learning approach, the best partitions were selected in 8 out of 14 data sets. The Normalized Hubert's statistic results were not so good by selecting only 3, 4, 8 and 6 times the best partition for the traditional, score weighting, distance learning and distance learning plus score weighting approaches, respectively. Nonetheless, the results obtained using constraints are better, especially when the distance metric was learned.
The results for the PCKM algorithm using the RAC process are presented in table 5. The traditional Silhouette index determined the best data partitions 8 times and the corresponding weighted score approach identified the same best partitions plus another one. The simple distance learning approach selected the best partition in 9 out of the 14 data sets and combining it with the weighted score approach decreases the number of identified best partitions by one. The traditional Normalized Hubert's statistic only selects the best partition 5 times and the score weighting approach in 8 times. The simple metric learning approaches picks the best partition also 8 times and, again, the weighted score with distance learning approach diminishes the number of identified best partitions by one. We may conclude from the previous results that the incorporation of constraints clearly increases the performance of the clustering validation process. By simple weighting a validity index score with the constraint satisfaction ratio the results were better. Also, it seems that learning a new metric based on the pairwise constraints leads to even better results. Table 6 indicates the number of times that each validity measure (by line) achieved better/worse/equal results than the other validity measures (by column). The Silhouette with the score weighting approach obtained 14 times better results than the traditional Silhouette and 9 times worse. The Silhouette with distance learning achieved 10 times better partitions and only 6 times worse. The metric learning combined with the score weighting achieved 16 better results and 10 worse. By performing the same analysis for the Normalized Hubert's statistic, the weighted score approach was better than the traditional one 15 times and 9 worse. The distance learning approach obtained better results 21 times and 7 worse. The combination of metric learning and score weighting obtained 22 improvements and only 12 results worst. These results evidence again that constrained clustering validation outperforms the traditional validation approach especially when using distance learning. Figure 6 shows the plots of the consistency index values and the constraint satisfaction ratio obtained for all partitions produced in our experiments versus each internal validation index, distinguished by clustering algorithm and constraint acquisition method, and table 7 presents the correlation between the internal validation indices and the consistency index. It can be seen that very different consistency values may be achieved for partitions with all constraints satisfied (figure 6c). This indicates that the constraint satisfaction ratio alone is not a good indicator of the quality of the partitions which is corroborated by the low correlation with the consistency index. We can also conclude that the validation approaches that use distance learning have higher correlation with the consistency index, which is another indication that these are a good option for clustering validation. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed the incorporation of constraints to the clustering validation in three ways: using both the scores of a validity index and the constraint satisfaction ratio to produce a weighted validity score; learning a distance function or feature space representation which considers the original feature space and the set of constraints, and use it in the clustering validity process; and combining the previous approaches. Experimental results have shown that including constraints increases the performance of the clustering validation, especially if a new distance metric is learned. In the future, we want to extend our study to include other distance learning algorithms and validity indices, as well as evaluating data partitions produced by other algorithms.
